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NORBLAST GROUP

The Norblast Group (Norblast S.r.l and Peen Service S.r.l.) is based in Bologna and has been working for over thirty years in the 
field of high quality surface treatment. We manufacture complete shot-peening and sandblasng lines offering high tech solu-
ons. By partnering with leading Universies and renowned research centres, we have developed innovave technologies and 
processes to perform surface treatment suitable to the biomedical industry complex requirements

We design and manufacture machines for micro shot-
peening and sandblasng. Over 6,000 machines sold world-
wide have responded to the most diverse challenges. The 
Company is cerfied and offers a wide range of soluons, 
from modular systems meeng specific technological requi-
rements to enrely custom made machines.

It is a centre for custom research, development and imple-
mentaon of shot-peening soluons. The centre has been 
working with the main Italian universies for over 15 years 
on basic research and specific customer requirements. The 
high level of quality, cerfied according to EN 9100 and the 
technical support provided by Peen Service in the process 
design phase are the main strong points of the Company.
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In the spotlight: Norblast and Peen service
Since 1977 Norblast has been designing and 
manufacturing micro shot-peening and san-
dblasng machines offering a complete range 
of soluons to meet the Biomedical industry 
challenges.
-------------------------------------------------------------
Peen Service is a centre for custom research, 
development and implementaon of shot-
peening soluons. It has been working with 
the main Italian universies for over 15 years 
on basic and specific customer requirements.. 

The biomedical industry is confronted with a 
health system deeply and constantly evolving. 
Companies in this sector are commied to re-
search and constant innovaon to face con-
nuous development and change in the indust-
ry. Miniaturisaon of biomedical components 
and less invasive surgery are among the most 
difficult challenges. Biocompability and osse-
ointegraon are very familiar issues to 
Norblast and Peen Service.

AREAS OF WORK

ThanThanks to its experience and connuous research in collaboraon with leading Italian universies and renowned research 
centres, The Norblast Group has developed innovave technologies and processes to perform surface treatment meeng 
the health sector requirements, in parcular regarding prostheses and microsurgery. Coangs can be applied to prosthec 
components for promong osseointegraon for example in the case of permanent implants or even reducing it in the case 
of temporary implants. Each applicaon has its own peculiaries and requirements. A common feature of all coangs is the 
need need for proper preparaon of the adhesion surface. Preparaon ensuring correct surface morphology and cleanliness is 
certainly one of the key factors for successful applicaon and adhesion of technological coangs. The surface morphologi-
cal characteriscs are generally measured using appropriate surface roughness parameters. The best known parameters are 
the average value of surface roughness Ra, the maximum values of valley roughness Rv and peak Rp or the most common 
total value of peak-to-valley roughness Rz.
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Complete line

Biomedical machine| prosthec treatment

SD7 | Manual machine completely made of stainless steel

WHY CHOOSING NORBLAST? 

NorblaNorblast can offer soluons for every need, from small 
manual machines to the most complex architecture with 
robots and totally automac systems. All our machines for 
the biomedical industry are made using materials of the 
highest quality. Each element in contact with abrasive sub-
stances or surfaces to be treated is made of biocompable 
material. Through the analysis of technological process 
quality quality requirements, producon needs and capability re-
quirements, biological compability of the materials used 
in the process, environmental compability and emissions, 
Norblast is able to idenfy the process crical phases and 
offer suitable machines based on Customer's requirements.

The compressed air technology used on the machines en-
sures strict control of all blasng variables such as opera-
ng pressure, angle of impact and grit size. The different 
ranges of machines available differ in size, producon capa-
bility, automaon, accessories and customisaon but they 
are all able to perform the treatments the medical industry 
requires. Norblast machines are the result of direct field 
experience and are designed according to the most 
modern principles of ergonomics, energy efficiency, sturdi-
ness and durability. In fact we generally use energy-
efficient components as well as biocompable components 
and wear-resistant coangs specially designed for crical 
applicaons in this field.
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CONTACTCS

NORBLAST S.r.l.
Via Carpigiani, 7 - 40138 Bologna - Italia

Tel. +39 051 531037 Fax. + 39 051 530133 
Parta I.V.A. 02311131201
web: hp://www.norblast.it
mail: norblamail: norblast@norblast.it

TECHNOLOGY 

The fiThe first laboratory for the integrated management of producon processes and surface analycal tesng has been set up at 
Norblast headquarters in Bologna. Specifically created to enable companies to directly test their processes, this laboratory is 
equipped with a wide range of high tech instruments and staffs a team of engineers, technicians and specialists who can offer 
a complete range of services, from technical advice to actual tests on the customer's material using complete lines. The pro-
fessional use of instruments such as the electronic microscope, the profilometer, the diffracon meter and the endoscope 
allallows the customer to get an accurate efficient overview of all work parameters. Thanks to their field experience acquired in 
manufacturing over 6000 machines, our technicians are able to provide soluons for any challenge. Working closely with the 
customer's technical department, we examine the materials, surfaces and components to be treated. A technical report and a 
test chart recommend mes, cycles and possible customisaons. Norblast, therefore, not only supplies machines, but also 
creates an effecve and producve workflow, thus providing the customer with pre and aer-sales support and advice. 

Over the years, the Company has been constantly impro-
ving the technological equipment and facilies of its data 
processing centre, according to industry and customer ser-
vice requirements, creang cu ng-edge facilies to en-
hance service, reduce costs and manage risks.  

What we can offer you. An efficient technical department 
staffed by experienced engineers, CAD designers as well as 
a development department providing custom soware for 
every need and a reliable IT system offering more effecve 
and organised services to customers. This is what makes 
Norblast an ideal partner.  
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to finish up again

NORBLAST S.r.l.
Via Carpigiani, 7 - 40138 Bologna - Italia
Tel. +39 051 531037 Fax. + 39 051 530133 

http://www.norblast.it | norblast@norblast.it
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